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Abstract- At this time, energy efficiency (EE) is becoming important for mobile devices, as battery technology has not kept 
up with the growing requirement stemming from ubiquitous multimedia applications. In this wireless communications, two 
most important factors are energy efficiency & spectrum Efficiency. The best modulation and transmission methodologies to 
minimize the total energy consumptions required at the system model. Now we first consider multi input multi output 
(MIMO) system based on Alamouti Diversity Schemes, which have good Spectral Efficiency but also the circuit 
approximately will consume less energy. That will extend our energy efficient analysis of MIMO system. The information 
for Tx -Rx pair will be secure in terms of less Bit Error Rate, we show that tremendous energy saving is possible for larger  
transmission distance.We also know that over some distance ranges, cooperative MIMO TX & reception can simultaneously 
achieve both energy saving& delay reduction. At this point OFDM principal helps to avoid the Inter symbol interference 
(ISI) while  Alamouti provides signal security with reducing errors especially at high signal to noise ratio .Authors have 
consider the white Gaussian noise to check the effect on designed system, also channel assumed to be with low correlation 
coefficient among the channels. In this paper authors have used 2×2 mimo architecture with low correlation coefficient to 
study the effect of high SNR, bit error rate on energy consumption level i.e. energy per bit at high SNR by using MRC 
detection technique. 
 
Index terms- Energy EfficiencyAlamouti Codes, BER, CSI, Energy Efficiency, MIMO, OFDM. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the recent years, alteration has been paid to 
multiple inputs multiple output communication Broad 
bands’ wireless communication system. At this new 
generation wireless network are expected to provide 
high speed internet access in this world [1]. 
Scientist& researches are working on 4G/5G for next 
generation in future[2]. At the present scenario the 
wireless communication system design is based upon 
two main factors i.e. spectral  efficiency and energy 
efficiency. As spectral efficiency means that how 
efficiently a spectrum or bandwidth should be 
distributed among the users simultaneously. Some 
method should be there to minimize interference and 
system should not get overloaded at any time instant. 
On the other hand energy efficiency means that the 
system should consumes minimum energy as far as 
possible in transferring the data orbits. Continuous 
efforts are going to reduce the energy consumptions 
as in [1-3`] by applying different architecture for 
wireless communication. Authors in this paper focus 
on the energy consumption at  TX .The 
averageenergy efficiency consumptions at the TX 
will depend on circuit energy consumptions due to 
transmission side, high SNR, BER  so on  many 
factors [4]. 
The energy efficiency is then evaluated in four 
different frequency selective channels, at this mimo 
using that ofdm over the various emulated radio 
propagation environment with different space & 
polarized correlation properties. A coherent 
multichannel receiver is to receive the signals  and 
signal processing algorithms are applied the receiver 
signal using Matlab based algorithm in the server to 
demodulate the receiver bits [5]. 

The EE performance was estimated in different 
frequency selective channel realization (as opposed 
flat fading environment) with diff spatial correlation 
and polarization correlation characteristic by using a 
mimo emulation test bed. For each architecture we 
also identify an operating points for the achievable 
data rates EE plane corresponding to near maximum 
data rates with corresponding local minimum in 
energy consumptions the advantages of using mimo 
as mentioned[2] is better performance ,high SNR 
&high data rate for some channel condition w.r.t  
SISO .at this system designing of energy efficiency  
system  one of the techniques link adaption [3] in 
which channel state information  is required so that 
the selection of various factor like modulation order, 
TX power & detecting techniques can be estimated 
easily.  At this energy efficiency main purpose for 
used long distance TX as mentioned [4]. 
 
II. SYSTEM MODEL 
 
In this section improve ber authors have used 
Alamouti code with traditional mimo ofdm 
system.the basic concept that If BER decreases that 
energy cosumption willl also decrease acciording[5]. 
the energy efficinacy expresssed  in follwing way 
 

ee =
P

BNo
PB )1(log 2 

      (1) 

 
Here P means transmitter power, B means Band -
Width of the system and No is the White Gaussian 
Noise power. 
Now design the system model of  the parameter as 
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mentioned in table 1. 
Table.1 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS FORSIMULATION 

 
 
Some of the parameter table 1 as per [6] for the 
compression from result after that two important 
factor are XPD(cross –polar discrimination) & 
CPR(co- polarization ratio) which have designing the 
channel coefficient matrices  as in [7] ,ideally the 
cross polar transmission (from a vertically polarized 
Tx antenna to a horizontal –polarized Rx antenna) 
should be equal to zero . 
 
III. Energy efficiency Model 
 
One assumptions to be done that as per [9] physical 
statistical model assumed to neglect the error by 
using empirical model i.e. some minor parameters has 
not to be considered or have to assume that these 
parameters have negligibleimpact in the channel 
modeling. 
 
In MIMO there exist several no. of channels  
according to the combinations of the antenna selected 
in any architecture i.e.2×2 ,4×4 model. Now in this 
paper authors havedescribe the 2×2 mimo model and 
hence there exists total no. of 4 channels. MIMO 
channel can be represented according to [10]. 
 
   Y= Hx + N                           (2) 
 
Where Y is Nr×1 matrix known as received symbol 
matrix after transmission, x is Nt×1 matrix known as 
transmitted symbol matrix , H is Nr× Ntmatrix known 
as channel coefficient matrix, N is Nt×1 matrix 
known as noise matrix. Alamouti Codes comes under 
the classes of Orthogonal Space Time Block Codes 
(OSTBC) which are very efficient for 2×1 MISO 
system and 2×2 MIMO system. The main advantage 
of Alamouti code is that it does not require CSI at 
transmitter side .For the decoding of Alamouti codes, 

there are several methods like as zero 
forcing(ZF),Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) 
,maximum ratio combiner (MRC) etc,Due to the use 
of Alamouti Codes the equation (2) can be written as 
follows. 
 

 
 

Fig.(a)     MIMO2×2 Alamouti Model 
 

 
 
Where x1 and x2 are two transmitted symbols, w1, 
w2, represents  the AWGN noise components with 
w1*,w2* are the complex conjugate of w1 and w2 
respectively. The derivation of (3) is mentioned in 
Appendix A.In mimo ofdm has emerged as the 
standards of choice in a number of importance high 
data rates. 
Ofdm is the combination of modulation and 
multiplexing. In this techniques  the given  resources  
is  shared among individual  modulated data sources. 
ofdm  has multi- carrier modulation techniques 
,which employs several carries with allocated 
bandwidth to convey the information from source to 
destination .each carrier may employ one of the 
several  available digital modulation techniques (like 
as BPSK,QPSK,QAM  so on).Multiple antenna 
techniques can be broadly classified two categories 
:Diversity techniques and Spatial multiplexing 
techniques[11] 
 
The diversity techniques intended to receive the same 
information bearing signals in multiple antenna or 
transmits .the multiple antenna they are improving 
transmission reliability. the basic idea of the diversity 
techniques  is to convert  Rayleigh fading  wireless 
channel  in to more stable.Spatial multiplexing is 
used maximum achieve  transmission on speed can be 
the same as the capacity of the mimo model.mimois 
the method for multiply capacity of system .LTE  is 
based on mimo ofdm system[11-13 ]. 
Alamouti space time code is a simple transmits  
Diversity that offers a simple method for achieving 
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spatial diversity with two transmits antenna, using 
two transmitted antenna and one receiver antenna. 
Schemes provides the same diversity order as 
maximum ratio combiner (MRC) with one transmits 
antenna and two receiver antenna. The Alamouti 
STBC as a transmits diversity associated with ofdm 
system.forms a MIMO-OFDM system. We are 
calling hence so far. The channel experienced by each 
transmit antenna is independent from the channel 
experienced by other transmit antenna. 
OFDM’s  popularity  steams its ability to support 
high data rates while avoiding multipath in frequency 
selective channels specifically, ofdm serial to parallel   
converts the high data rate  steam into N low bits 
rates(steams).then Transmits  each low data rates 
steam over a unique orthogonal carrier [10] and 
adding the CF  (cyclic prefix)  used to minimize the 
ISI, although  due to  CP the length of OFDM symbol 
increases but still its advantages  of  time & 
frequency  acquisition in wireless communication  
system. In this paper we design a model using MIMO 
– OFDM with Alamouti codes, at transmitter site is 
that  it is orthogonal codes and hence it is compatible 
with OFDM, secondly it does not  require CSI at 
transmitter site. 
 
In this paper we have  use 4–QAM (Quardrature  
Amplitude Modulation) as  a modulation part in 
ofdm, At  transmitter side 4 – QAM is then converted 
into  orthogonal signals used IFFT (Inverse Fast  
Fourier Transform) ,after  IFFT added in CP as result 
avoiding the  inter symbol interference (ISI)  at 
Transmitter site ,then the  resulted signal together 
with CP  is transmitted serially using Alamouti code  
after this process receiver , receiver side in  detection 
stage , we have using MRC(Maximum Ratio 
Combiner) method  to detect  the symbol  Generated 
by using  Alamouti codes, after that serially received 
symbols are parallel  converted and an FFT (Fast 
Fourier transform) process is done at receiver site 
after this  demodulating  using 4-QAM  demodulated 
is done and the signals are correctly decoded. 
A high sonud to noise ratio (SNR) regime MRC 
approaches ZF mentioned as in[iit Kanpur] hence the 
detection equation will be as follow. 
 
MRC for complex coefficients, the beamforming is 
given as; 
                           Y’= wHy              (4) 
 
                              w =  h

⎸⎸h⎸⎸* SNR   (5) 
 
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT 
 
Although the energy efficiency has dependency on 
numerous element which implies that the expression 
of energy efficiency will be different for each 
architecture and hence  for different architecture the 
expression as well as definition will also change. 

According to [6] the definition of energy efficiency  
means that the minimum consumption of energy by 
any system will be more efficient & hence the 
expression can be given as 
 

ɳee =
good

tt

N
TP

                               (6) 

 
Where tP represent total power transmitted, tT  
represent total transmission time, goodN  represent 
total no. of successfully received bits.  
Here in this paper the formula mentioned in equation 
(5) is modified as follows 
 

ɳee = 
NotbBER

TP tt

*)1( 
              (7) 

 
Where tP represent total power transmitted, tT  
represent total transmission time, BER represent Bit 
Error Rate,   Notb  represent no. of bits transmitted. 
 

 
Figure 1:Energy Efficiency using Packet Erasure Method. 

 
The results of fig.(1) is based upon packet erasure 
scheme which is mentioned in [6] applied to different 
configuration like Single Input Single 
Output(SISO),2×2 MIMO,4×4 MIMO. 

 
Figure 2:Energy Efficiency using MIMO-OFDM with 

Alamouti 
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In this paper author on comparing the result of fig.(1) 
from fig.(2) output of proposed model for example in 
fig.(1)at 30Decibel(dB) the best  value of energy 
efficiency is lying below 10^-4 and 10^-5 for 4*4 
space polarized whereas in fig.(2) at same 30dB the 
energy efficiency is lying below 10^-9 and 10^-10 
which has Cleary specifies that this  was new 
approach of MIMO OFDM with Alamouti codes 
makes the system to consume less energy up to *10^5 
at the same SNR and also instead of 4*4 SpPol 
antenna .we can get the better result for 2*2 mimo 
antenna system resulting  in the reduction of system 
cost, other  words this approach is energy efficient in 
high SNR[14]. 
 
On comparing this result from fig.[2] which is the 
output of our proposed model which clearly specifies 
that this new approach of MIMO- OFDM with 
Alamouti codes makes the system to consume less 
energy especially at high SNR regime or in other 
words this approach is more energy efficient at high 
SNR. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A closed – form approximation  of the  EE in the flat 
fading  channel  conditions indicate that a tradeoff 
exists between the EE and other  various factor 
including Achievable data rates, modulation schemes, 
channel coding and erasure  schems.Acomprision of 
the transmits EE and achievable   able  data rates result 
for the different MIMO architecture .in this paper EE 
using Alamouti with OFDM and also decreases  by 
using 4- QAM as a part of modulator in OFDM. In this 
paper shows the 2×2 MIMO gives better result on 
comparison  4×4 MIMO BY a factor of ×5,but still 
there are lot of work in future time because as 
configuration of MIMO increasesfrom 2×2 to 4×4,8×8 
the designing the Alamouti codes. 
APPENDIX A 
 
The steps for calculation 2×2 Alamouti Codes is as 
follows: Let at 1st time instant x1 and x2 be 
transmitted symbol  from Transmitter1(Tx1) and 
Transmiter2(Tx2) respectively, then the channel 
equation according to (2) will be 
 
        

   
Or this can be written in  expanded  form as 
 
Y1(1)= h11x1+h12x2 + w1     (8) 
Y2(1)= h21x1+h22x2 + w2     (9) 
 
Where Y1(1) & Y2(1) represent received symbol at 
1st a time instant at Receiver1(Rx1) and 

Receiver2(Rx2) respectively.Y1 represents total 
received symbol matrix of 2×1 dimension at time 
instant 1st. 
 
Again at 2nd time instant –x2* and x1* be transmitted 
symbol fromTransmitter1(Tx1)and Transmiter2(Tx2) 
respectively ,then the channel equation according to 
(2) will be 
 

 
 
Where x2* and x1* are the complex conjugate of x2 
and x1  respectively . In the expanded form the above 
matrix can be written as 
 
Y1(2)=-h11x2*+h12x1*+ w1                                (11) 
 
Y2(2)=-h21x2*+h22x1*+ w2                                (12)  
 
Where Y1(2) & Y2(2) are the received symbol at Rx1 
and Rx2  respectively at time instant 2nd.  Y2 
represents total received symbol matrix of 2×1 
dimension at time instant 2nd 
 
Taking complex conjugate of equation (11) & (12) 
We have, 
 
Y1(2)*=h21*x1-h11*x2+w1*(13) 
Y2(2)*=h22*x1-h21*x2+w2*                               (14) 
 
Now rearranging equation (13)& (14) in matrix form 
we have, 
 

 
 
Y2*= h12*-h11*      x1      +    w1*                           
           h22*- h21*   x2             w2*          
 
 
on combining equation (7) &(15) we have 
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